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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
March 11, 2022

Zoom

The regular meeting of the Executive Committee was attended by members, staff members
and others virtually via Zoom. The public was provided access to view via Zoom with the link
posted on the WCIA website.
Members Present
President Deborah Knight, Monroe; Vice President Brian Loos, Longview; Mitch Lackey,
Camas; Dave Zabell, Pasco; Wade Farris, Chelan; Paul Ellis, Arlington; Arlene Fisher, Union
Gap; and Farah Derosier, LOTT Clean Water Alliance.
Others Present
Ann Bennett, Executive Director; Shannon Ragonesi, Counsel; Michele Neumann, Authority
Secretary; Jared Burbidge, Treasurer/Finance and Administrative Services Manager; Rob
Roscoe, Deputy Director; Robin Aronson, Risk Services Manager; Patti Crane, Member
Services Manager; Harlan Stientjes, Claims Manager; Drew Brien, Senior Claims Adjuster;
Rachel Roberts, Claims Representative; Luis Fragoso, Senior Claims Adjuster; Lisa Knapton,
Senior Risk Management Representative; Tanya Crites, Senior Risk Management
Representative; Debbi Sellers, Senior Risk Management Representative; Carlene Brown,
Senior Risk Management Representative; Kelli du Pont, Claims Adjuster; and Peter Kang, IT
Administrator.
Committee Absence Log
January:
Farris, Chelan
Fisher, Union Gap
February: Acero, Burlington
Fisher, Union Gap
Zabell, Pasco
March:
Acero, Burlington
Call to Order
Knight called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. Roll was called.
Committee Attendance
Lackey moved to excuse Shelley Acero. Ellis seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Consent Calendar
Consent calendar items include: February 2022 Executive Committee meeting minutes;
January 2022 expenses in the total amount of $23,927,195.31; and lawsuits and/or claims
settlements as of March 11, 2022, in the total amount of $776,433.45. Ellis moved to
approve the consent calendar. Loos seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Action Items
 Submission for AGRiP Accreditation
Roscoe reported that WCIA has successfully participated in the national accreditation program
sponsored by the Association of Government Risk Pools (AGRiP) since 1994, and in each
three-year increment thereafter. Each pool’s governing body must formally approve the
accuracy of the completed application, in which answers refer to state law or the pool’s official
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documents as evidence of established policy, in addition to documentation of specific
operational practices.
Lackey moved to approve the AGRiP 2022-2025 accreditation application for submittal
to AGRiP. Zabell seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
 New Membership: City of Wenatchee
Roscoe explained that Wenatchee is currently a member of another risk pool and has
requested membership with WCIA. Wenatchee has an estimated population of 35,140 and
approximately 194 full-time equivalent employees; maintains a police department; provides
water, sewer, and storm water utilities; provides wastewater treatment; and utilizes Chelan
County District Court for court services. Wenatchee reflects a better than average Group 3
loss history, and City staff agree to the terms of membership participation. Additionally, he
pointed out that the City would add over $203 million in scheduled property values and over $3
million in auto values.
Bennett added Wenatchee wants to enter into a pre-membership agreement immediately with
membership in the liability and property programs to begin on January 1, 2023, which
coincides with the City’s expiring coverages.
Roscoe responded to inquiries regarding worker hour criteria for the member groups, and
confirmed that some members do change from one group to another group each year due to
staffing levels. Which group a member falls under is determined by the number of worker
hours annually reported to WCIA.
Loos moved to approve the City of Wenatchee for pre-membership effective upon their
returning the signed pre-membership memorandum of understanding, and for
membership in the WCIA liability, property and auto physical damage programs
effective January 1, 2023. Ellis seconded.*
Discussion occurred regarding Wenatchee’s claim history, form of government, and
management continuity.
*Motion carried unanimously.
Director's Report
 2022 WellCity Award
Bennett announced that WCIA has earned the 2022 WellCity Award. Stating that this
achievement earns WCIA a 2% discount on the AWC Trust medical premiums in 2023, she
expressed appreciation to the Wellness Committee members for their contributions to the
WCIA Wellness Program.
 WCIA Forums
Pointing out that the WCIA-offered forums are an extremely popular training format, Bennett
indicated that the topic of the upcoming Police Chiefs Forum is the new law regarding police
officer certification, and the upcoming Human Resources Forum will focus on legal updates,
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risk management advice, and emerging trends in employment. She added that in the fall,
WCIA intends to offer the forums in person with a broadcast element for remote attendance.
On another matter, Bennett announced the good news from the legislative session regarding
the prejudgement interest bill (WA State SB 5155), as the bill did not progress out of
committee. She voiced her thanks to members, and a coalition of public entities, such as risk
pools and hospital associations, for their communications with legislators regarding this bill.
 COMPACT Audits
Bennett reported that the Risk Management Representatives have begun this year’s
COMPACT annual reviews and audits. The audits will take place virtually in March and April
and in-person meetings could resume in May, if specifically requested by the member. She
stated that if a member’s audit takes place virtually this year, more than likely the audit will be
held in person the following year since the Representatives learn a lot during on-site visits.
 AGRiP
Bennett briefed the Committee on the AGRiP (Association of Governmental Risk Pools) Board
and Governance Conference she and Roscoe attended on March 6 to 9. In addition to
remarking on her communications with various vendors, pool directors, and underwriters,
Bennett shared her takeaways from the sessions she attended concerning cyber coverage;
statistics related to jurors; member engagement; and pool executives expectations,
compensation, and impending retirements statistics.
In response to the inquiry of Loos regarding cyber coverage, Bennett stated that with regard to
public entity risk pools, this type of coverage is going away. She noted that the overall
problem with this coverage stems from the ransomware and criminals’ awareness of this
market. Additionally, she informed that WCIA is exploring different ways the pool may be able
to continue to offer cyber coverage.
 Executive Committee Succession Plan
Bennett reminded the Committee of the ideas generated by the Long Range Planning
Committee concerning the development of an Executive Committee Succession Plan, which is
included in the WCIA 2021-2024 Strategic Plan. She solicited input from Executive Committee
members as to whether a work session should be scheduled related to the development of a
formal succession plan or if the preference is to have the Long Range Planning Committee
finalize a working document for approval.
Loos, Zabell and Ellis commented on the matter, agreeing that the Executive Committee
should work on developing the succession plan using the Long Range Planning Committee’s
ideas as a foundation. In response to Knight’s inquiry, Bennett voiced her preference that a
work session be held on the plan prior to the Full Board meeting in May, or tag on the work
session to a future Executive Committee meeting. Committee members agreed to the holding
of a work session in May.
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Executive Session
Lackey moved to enter executive session for 45 minutes to discuss claims and litigation
pursuant to RCW 42.30.110(i). Farris seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Committee members Knight, Loos, Lackey, Zabell, Farris, Ellis, Fisher, and Derosier entered
executive session at 10:09 a.m. Staff members Bennett, Stientjes, Fragoso, Brien, du Pont,
and Counsel Ragonesi were present at the session. The executive session ended at 10:54
a.m.
Zabell moved to authorize settlement authority for claims discussed and in the amounts
discussed during the executive session. Loos seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Action Item
 Amendment to Executive Director Contract Extension
Ragonesi reported that this action item concerns an amendment to the annually negotiated
extension of the Executive Director’s personal services contract that was approved by the
Committee on December 10, 2021. Changes to the contract are negotiated separate from
WCIA’s pay and compensation plan. Ragonesi explained that the initial amendment approved
in December updated the Executive Director’s salary amount. This proposed amendment
adopts a salary scale for the Executive Director, and places her at Step 7. Knight stated that
the Executive Director’s salary has experienced compression due to the method used to
determine her pay. She explained that the proposed amendment places the Executive
Director on the salary schedule, which includes any cost of living adjustments that are
approved for staff members, and step increases to be based upon meeting performance goals
as decided by the Executive Committee for that position.
Ellis moved to approve the amendment to the 2022 contract extension to the Executive
Director’s personal services agreement and authorization for signature by the Authority
President. Derosier seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Knight thanked Bennett for the work she is doing and relayed that the Committee felt she
should be fairly compensated. In response to Lackey’s inquiry, Ragonesi confirmed that the
decision is retroactive.
The Committee adjourned at 11:05 a.m.

Deborah Knight, President

Michele Neumann, Authority Secretary

Approved on: ______/______/2022
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WCIA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
SETTLEMENT CONSENT AGENDA
APRIL 8, 2022
The following lawsuits and/or claims are submitted for Executive Committee final review and
approval of settlement:
1. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

S.A.F.E.
City of Selah
December 8, 2020
Free Speech
$300,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

2. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

ORA Talus 90 LLC
City of Issaquah
November 12, 2015
Water main break
$13,500,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

3. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Pal Sutherland
City of Shoreline
January 9, 2020
Road signal maintenance
$275,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

4. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Stonechild Chiefstick
City of Poulsbo
July 3, 2019
Officer involved shooting
$2,000,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

5. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Daniel Sinkbeil
City of Richland
March 3, 2018
Employment
$300,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability
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6. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Katherine Langsdorf
City of Sammamish
May 22, 2020
Employment
$85,912.49
Full release with no admission of liability

______________________________________________________________
Authority President
Approved on _____/_____/2022
Attest: ________________________________________________________
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Capital Adequacy Assessment
Washington Cities Insurance Authority
Executive Committee
April 8, 2022
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2 distinct pooling business models

PwC | Capital Adequacy Assessment
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Determining risk capital target

Financial
risk
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Risk
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Results of prior review

Millions

As of December 31, 2018
$180
$160
$140
$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$0

Regulatory minimum

Risk capital target

Net position

Green zone: target range (1-in-100 year level at current retentions to 1-in-250 year level at higher retentions)
Yellow zone: align the capital with the target range over a reasonable period of time
Red zone: regulatory minimum

PwC | Capital Adequacy Assessment
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Risk measurement process

Reserving

• Actual unpaid claims may be higher than current
estimates

Underwriting

• Next year’s losses may come in higher than projected

Asset/Credit

• Interest rates may go up which result in bond
holdings decreasing in value
• Excess carrier may default

Operational

• Next year’s administrative budget may be exceeded
due to an unforeseen event

PwC | Capital Adequacy Assessment
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Risk tolerance considerations per actuarial standard

Desired capability of the Pool to withstand capital events

Tolerance for a retroactive assessment

Appropriate amount of
capital needs to
consider:

Purpose(s) of the capital account – absorb uncertainty
and/or rate stability tool
Options to replenish the capital and continue operations
after a capital event
Potential changes in the risk profile
Any restrictions on the use of assets or net position to support a
capital event

PwC | Capital Adequacy Assessment
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pwc.com

© 2022 PwC. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the US member firm or one of its subsidiaries or affiliates, and may
sometimes refer to the PwC network. Each member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for
further details.
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Action Item-4/8/2022
2022 Liability Joint Protection Program and Coverage Document
Background
The Liability Joint Protection Program (LJPP) documents the Authority’s responsibilities
regarding coverage, service, cost allocation, and claims process. Additionally, the LJPP
outlines rules for the treatment of assessments, and coverage termination along with
member responsibility for default judgments. Each year, the LJPP identifies the selfinsurance and commercial insurance coverage layers, total dollar limits, carriers, and
coverage provisions. The Self-Insured Coverage Document is a subset of the LJPP
and formalizes the coverage terms and conditions.
Discussion
The liability reinsurance costs increased approximately 25% over the previous year and
carriers placed further limitations and restrictions on the coverage they are willing to
provide. WCIA increased our partnership with GEM (Government Entities Mutual)
taking them up to $7M x $4M. Unfortunately, outside of the WCIA and GEM layers the
reinsurers refused to cover both property or bodily injury claims arising out of the
gradual or sudden “subsidence” of earth.
This action item adds the peril of “bodily injury” to the subsidence exclusion above the
$11 million layer to reflect the 2022 reinsurance agreements. This change is retroactive
to the beginning of the coverage on January 1, 2022.
Recommendation
Approval of the 2022 Liability Joint Protection Program and 2022 Self-Insured Coverage
Document as presented for ratification by the Full Board.
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Liability Joint Protection Program

2022
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WCIA 2022 Liability Joint Protection Program

Page 3

$5,000,000 per occurrence limit and annual aggregate per member applying to Airport Errors and Omissions
arising out of the operation, ownership, maintenance or use of any airport.
$5,000,000 per occurrence limit and $5,000,000 annual aggregate limit per member for any liability arising out of
Land-Use Planning and Land-Use Regulation, zoning, and any other development review process.
$11,000,000 per occurrence per member for any loss, liability cost, damage, expense, fine or penalty of any
insured resulting from or arising out of or related to directly or indirectly or in whole or in part to bodily injury or
property damage caused by the gradual or sudden “Subsidence” of the earth.
Reinsured Layer-Applied/Upland/Bermuda $1,000,000 annual aggregate deductible and $4,000,000 per
occurrence with various aggregates per coverage and a $20,000,000 Pool aggregate.
Reinsured Layer-Allied World Assurance Company $5,000,000 aggregate per member and $25,000,000 Pool
aggregate.
Other aggregates may apply within the Coverage Document.
F.

FURTHER CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF COVERAGE

Under no circumstances shall the Authority’s obligation to any member exceed $20 million per occurrence,
inclusive of coverage or settlement determination costs, defense costs, and costs incurred by the Authority in
obtaining indemnification from reinsurers for the occurrence.
Any member seeking coverage from any insurance company or reinsurer for any occurrence under the
Authority’s Coverage Document agrees to pay all costs and expenses incurred in obtaining indemnification
and/or defense costs from any insurance company or reinsurers. If requested by a member, the Authority may,
in its sole discretion, elect to participate with a member and/or, with the member’s consent, take full control over
any legal effort by or on behalf of a member to seek or enforce indemnification and/or defense cost coverage
from any insurance company or reinsurer and, if it does so, the Authority will be responsible for payment of 100%
of any legal costs and expenses incurred in such effort done at the direction and control of the Authority and the
member will be responsible for 100% of all costs or expenses incurred by the member or incurred at its’ direction.
Subject to the preceding sentence, the Authority shall have a right of subrogation and a subrogation lien against
any monetary recovery or judgment rendered against any insurer or reinsurer in favor of a member for any
monetary advances (such as claim settlement, judgment payment, appeal bond payment and legal expenses)
made on behalf of a member by the Authority in excess of the Self Insured layer as stated herein, including but
not limited to legal expenses, costs associated with hearings, arbitrations, mediations, negotiations or other
proceedings related to seeking coverage for a member from any insurer or reinsurer.
In the event that an occurrence exceeds the combined self insured, and all reinsured layer coverage limits, or if
any self insured or reinsured aggregate limit has been exhausted within the coverage term, any remaining
obligation will be the sole responsibility of the applicable member and shall not be the responsibility of the
Authority nor any other member.
Further coverage limits in the self insured and reinsured layers are limited to budgeted funds. Possible scenarios
resulting from frequency of losses or a severity of loss may result in the exhaustion of all Authority funds.
Replenishment of the self insured and reinsured layers may be made by special assessment as approved by the
Board.
Any occurrence not within the coverage definitions of the self insured or reinsured layer Coverage Document for
the coverage years shall be the sole responsibility of the applicable member or employee against whom the
claim is made and not the responsibility of the Authority nor any other member.
In the event that the Authority is unable for any reason to recover from reinsurers any portion of a liability claim
otherwise payable to a member under the terms of the Authority’s Coverage Document, the Authority’s obligation
to the member shall be reduced by the amount of such non-recovery. The Authority shall make a reasonable
effort to obtain reinsurance recovery, but nothing in this Agreement shall obligate it to instigate judicial or other
proceedings, nor to take any particular action to obtain indemnification from reinsurers.
In the event of a reinsurer’s financial failure, or the exhaustion of the self insured layer aggregate, the total
liability of the Authority for the policy years shall remain at $4 million per occurrence. Any remaining obligation
over the $4 million coverage limit is also the responsibility of the applicable member. The Board may authorize
the purchase of new reinsurance or self insure coverage layer.
Liability coverage is subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions stated in the WCIA Coverage Document
#CT-2022 for the self-insured coverage layer and to any reinsurance agreements, as well as all conditions and
exclusions for liability coverage in the reinsured layer.
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Self-Insured Coverage Document
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WCIA Coverage Document #CT-2022
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WASHINGTON CITIES INSURANCE AUTHORITY
Self-Insured Coverage Document CT-2022
January 1, 2022 to January 1, 2023
12:01 am Pacific Standard Time
LIMITS/ULTIMATE NET LOSS:
SELF-INSURED LAYER LIMIT:

$4,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE

REINSURED LAYER GEM:

$2,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE

REINSURED LAYER GEM 90% WCIA 10%:

$5,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE

REINSURED LAYER Applied (50%), Upland (25%) and
Ark and Arcadia (25%) Insurance Companies:

REINSURED LAYER Allied World Assurance Company:

TOTAL LIMIT:

$4,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE AND $20,000,000
all lines of business POOL AGGREGATE
$1,000,000 ANNUAL AGGREGATE DEDUCTIBLE
$4,000,000 General Liability per occurrence and
$4,000,000 aggregate per member
$4,000,000 Auto Liability per occurrence
$4,000,000 Employee Benefits per occurrence
$4,000,000 Errors or Omissions liability per
occurrence and $4,000,000 aggregate per member
$4,000,000 Employment Practices Liability per
occurrence and $4,000,000 aggregate per member
$4,000,000 Police Professional Liability per
occurrence and $4,000,000 aggregate per member
$4,000,000 Stop Gap Coverage per occurrence
and $4,000,000 per member
$4,000,000 Prior Wrongful Acts per occurrence and
$4,000,000 aggregate per member
$4,000,000 Wildfire Liability POOL AGGREGATE
$5,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE AND $5,000,000
AGGREGATE PER MEMBER and
$25,000,000 POOL AGGREGATE

$20,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE, subject to aggregates and
sub-limits below and in Section I.D, and Section I.E in the WCIA
Joint Protection Program.

SPECIFIC AGGREGATE LIMITS/SUB-LIMITS:
$4,000,000 per occurrence limit and $4,000,000 annual aggregate per member applying to Terrorism.
$5,000,000 per occurrence limit and $5,000,000 annual aggregate limit per member for Errors or Omissions
Coverage arising out of the operations, ownership, maintenance or use of any airport.
$5,000,000 per occurrence limit and $5,000,000 annual aggregate limit per member for any liability arising out of
Land-Use Planning and Land-Use Regulation, zoning, and any other land use and permitting process.
$11,000,000 per occurrence per member for any loss, liability cost, damage, expense, fine or penalty of any
insured resulting from or arising out of or related to directly or indirectly or in whole or in part to property damage
or bodily injury caused by the gradual or sudden “Subsidence” of the earth.
DESCRIPTION OF COVERAGE: General Liability, Automobile Liability, Stop-Gap Coverage, Errors or Omissions
Liability, Employee Benefits Liability, Employment Practices Liability, Prior Wrongful Acts, and Police Professional
Liability Coverage.
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Executive Director Report
April 8, 2022 Executive Committee Meeting
2022 Strategic Plan Objectives
Staff has begun work on the Year 2 items in the 2021-2024 WCIA Strategic Plan which are to:












Investigate and implement strategies to improve Net Position
Conduct a Coverage and Retention review and evaluation to improve and strengthen
Member Undesignated Reserve
Increase education and messaging to reinforce the entirety of WCIA’s membership
value utilizing member-preferred communication methods
Conduct a review of the claims management process to evaluate, educate, and
communicate the claims lifecycle and management steps to the member
Develop and execute a formal Board Succession Plan comprised of a skills matrix,
governance training, and education of new delegates
Articulate, educate, and show value in the pooling concept with the development of a
profile of WCIA offerings, rates, and financial strength
Continue to evaluate WCIA technology capabilities to create more on-line efficiencies
and intersections with claims, education, and risk management processes to effectively
increase and package our information technology strength with members
Showcase WCIA’s expertise, resources and value by contributing content ideas,
offering speakers, and participation as conference attendees, along with Team Member
highlights
Focus on member delegate training needs by creating new and timely training and
education programs on topics such as:
 Market and WCIA Trends (State of the State)
 Risk management analysis
 Claim profiles of members and how they can manage risk on their own without
waiting for the Annual Audit
 Emerging risks, as well as loss leaders in the membership
 New supervisor training
 Utilization of WCIA technology
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2022 First Quarter Report—Risk Services
By Robin Aronson, Risk Services Manager
Page 1 of 2
COMPACT
The first quarter of 2022 had Risk Services staff busy preparing COMPACT materials and
getting ready to conduct this year’s Audits and Annual Reviews. New for 2022 is a police
liability audit. The Risk Management Representatives met with Authority Counsel Shannon
Ragonesi to receive training on the audit questions.
The on-line audit questionnaires were transitioned to Origami in 2021 and staff is making
adjustments as needed based upon feedback from last year. The Risk Reps began this year’s
meetings in March using virtual meeting platforms. The Risk Reps will continue to conduct
audits virtually in April and then the members will be provided with the option to have an inperson audit. To date, the Risk Reps have conducted three Traditional audits (two fleet and one
police), eight Targeted Risk Management Reviews (contract review, policy review, personnel,
and special events), and one Loss and Exposure Reduction Plan.
Risk Management Services
In addition to conducting audits, the Risk Reps also provided twelve new delegate and alternate
orientations during the first quarter. Risk Rep Debbi Sellers also travelled to visit several parks
in the City of Chelan in the first quarter. Staff also conducted trainings for WCIA members
virtually this past quarter.
In January, Risk Services and Claims began a new quarterly joint meeting to discuss issues of
interest to the two departments.
As we begin to transition back to in person work, Risk Services Manager Robin Aronson
provided presentations on risk management and contracts at the Washington Municipal Clerks
Association conference in Pasco in March. Risk Rep Tanya Crites presented on public works at
the Northwest Public Works Association conference in Tacoma. It was nice to get back out and
see WCIA members in person!
Risk Reduction and Staff Development Grant Program
The Risk Reduction Grant Committee met virtually twice in March and reviewed this year’s grant
applications. Forty applications for risk mitigation grants totaling approximately $838,000 in
requests were received, along with seven applications for staff development grants totaling
approximately $17,000.
The work of the 2022 Grant Committee is very much appreciated. The Committee members for
2022 are: Farah Derosier (committee chairperson), LOTT Clean Water Alliance; Shelley Acero
(Executive Committee liaison), Burlington; Emily Schuh, Anacortes; Lee Aalund, Lake Forest
Park; Dan Brewer, Des Moines; Brian Loos, Longview; and Rob Karlinsey, Kenmore.
The Committee worked hard, spending many hours going through all the applications before
making their final decisions. Eleven risk mitigation and six staff development grants were
awarded to members. Selected risk mitigation projects for 2022 include several sidewalk
improvement projects, a crosswalk beacon near a school, a virtual reality based police training
simulator, back up cameras for fire vehicles, and repairs to a park path. Many of the grant
recipients are providing matching dollars. There were two neighboring members who put in
jointly for sidewalk repair equipment that they will share. In some cases, members were asked
to accept a reduced amount to assist as many members as possible. The mitigation grants
awarded ranged from a low of $9,500 to a high of $25,000. Staff is working on notification to the
applicants.
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2022 First Quarter Report—Risk Services
By Robin Aronson, Risk Services Manager
Page 2 of 2
Risk Consultations
Risk Services responded to thirteen requests from members for consultations in the first quarter.
This number is on par with prior years. The consultations encompassed a variety of issues,
many surrounding the issues members face with police reform and Coronavirus. The Consult
budget was used to fund review of a SWAT manual for four WCIA members, review of a Lexipol
Brady Material Disclosure policy, a remote work policy, and to review and address human
resources issues relating to vaccine and mask mandates. The budget was also used for
assistance in drafting questions for the police audit, and for training with the Risk Reps on the
audit.
Pre-Defense
Members continue to actively utilize and appreciate pre-defense review services. Forty-five predefense assignments were provided in the first quarter, primarily for personnel issues involving
hostile workplace/harassment, discrimination, discipline, and termination. This is slightly ahead
of 2021, trending back towards pre-pandemic levels.
The program also funded assistance on a few complex land use issues during the first quarter
with a potential for litigation.
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2022 First Quarter Report—Member Services
By Patti Crane, Member Services Manager
Page 1 of 2
This quarter WCIA continued to utilize remote learning, with trainers and partners offering
education programs through multiple online training platforms.
COMPACT Trainings
The successful liability prevention courses introduced last year, targeting our management and
supervisory audiences, will continue. From January through March, a total of 790 attendees
were trained through 27 sessions on the following topics:
Personnel audiences registered for: HOW TO-Practical Guides for Supervisors (92),
Foundations of Implicit Bias (48), Managing Challenging Conversations (23),
Approaching Supervisory Skills with Confidence (26), Best Practice for Coaching and
Counseling (27), Transitioning to Discipline (19), WCIA Online Academy New Features
(54), Minimizing Workplace Gossip (26), and Webinar Series-A Supervisor’s Roadmap
to Employment Law Essentials (193).
Police audiences were offered: new topic Creating Effective Strategic Communication
Messaging (28), a reprised Use of Force Core Principles (29) for line officers, and
Emotional Survival for Law Enforcement (34).
WCIA Staff (Ann, Rob, Harlan, and Robin) shared their expertise with members through
Council Do’s and Don’ts (2), City Attorney Orientation (1), Claims Contact Orientation
(5), New Member Orientation (1), and featured speaker at Washington Municipal Clerks
Association conference.
New for 2022, the Board approved a new COMPACT Training Requirement for WCIA
Delegate or Alternates. Members with the role of Delegate or Alternate must complete one of
four of the following trainings taught by WCIA staff: Risk Pool Claims Basics, An Introduction to
Risk Management Essentials, WCIA Coverage Programs from A to U, and Taking the Mystery
Out of Insurance and Indemnity Requirements for Contracts. The January Full Board Education
Session kicked of the training series allowing 121 members to meet the requirement within the
first month.
The Risk Management Committee created and introduced a new certification program, which is
open to all members wishing to participate. This Risk Management Credentialing Program is
self-paced offering two levels of achievement. To date, 202 participants started the program.
E-Learning Programs
In March, WCIA renewed its contract for the second year of unlimited access to LocalGovU
online trainings, a learning management system to track external courses, and course builder
tools to create in-house online courses. We began our tutorial sessions for Organization
Administrators on March 17 and will continue with additional sessions on April 6 and April 27.
All sessions are recorded and housed on the WCIA Online Academy. To date, 846 courses
are completed.
WCIA’s membership with the Evergreen Safety Council (ESC) was also renewed offering our
members additional free online safety trainings and discounts for ESC programs.
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2022 First Quarter Report—Member Services
By Patti Crane, Member Services Manager
Page 2 of 2
Training Reimbursements
Eighteen of our members requested reimbursement for one or more of the eligible training
reimbursements provided in January through March. Our partners offered 41 virtual or inperson opportunities through programs such as: ACCIS Conference for IT professionals,
Aquatic Facility Operator Certification, Parks Professional Pathways Conference, Department of
Enterprise Services Crucial Conversations for Accountability, Criminal Justice Training Center’s
Emergency Vehicle Operator Course, Pacific Northwest Resource Management School, Lexipol
for Police, Municipal Research Services Webinars, Planning Association of Washington
webinars, Summit Law Group webinar offerings, and the Washington Municipal Clerks Annual
Conference.
Members took advantage of their 1% training reimbursement allotment as well as the
Scholarship and Exclusive Training programs.
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By Harlan Stientjes, Claims Manager

The first quarter of 2022 saw reporting of 523 new claims while staff were able to close 508
claims, representing a 97.13% closure rate in the quarter. Claim reports have been 123% of a
trailing five-year average in the first quarter of this year. Claim reporting volume is up across
the board as operations continue to resume from the COVID pandemic. However, much of the
first quarter volume can be attributed to the winter storms that came through in the beginning of
January which specifically drove pothole formation and claims from them. In the first quarter
last year, WCIA received 29 pothole claims, this year we received 90.

First Quarter Claim Reports by Year
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Thirty-two members were named in lawsuits in the first quarter, which is on par with last year’s
36, but well above our trailing five-year average of 22.5. The last two years have seen an
increase in lawsuits filed against law enforcement for excessive force and false arrest. From
2018 to 2020, there were between 10 and 12 lawsuits filed for these causes. In 2021, there
were 23, and three already in 2022. We have also seen an increase in lawsuits related to
employment discrimination. Historically, we have had three to five per year which increased to
12 last year and is already at three this year. This increase can be attributed to firefighters and
the Governor’s order on COVID-19 vaccination.

New Lawsuits by Coverage
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Of the 508 claims closed in the first quarter, 239 were closed without pay, three on summary
judgment and five with a legal dismissal.
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Outbound payments of expense and indemnity end the quarter at $23,648,314.66. The
increase in indemnity payments is largely driven by one large settlement in the first quarter,
similar to last year. Expense has increased over last year in line with the volume increase in
lawsuits filed mentioned above. This quarter compared to the same quarter in 2021:
• Indemnity payments were $22,231,580.49 (3% increase YoY [year over year])
•

Expense payments were $1,416,734.17 (32.45% increase YoY)

•

Reinsurance receivables were $974,064.66

•

Subrogation recoveries were $166,522.20

The claims team ends the quarter with 757 open files which is a 7.53% increase over the prior
quarter. Staff were able to secure multiple wins for our members including:
• An arbiter returned a defense verdict in an excessive use of force case. Claimant
asserted that he was removed from the vehicle and beaten excessively during a DUI
arrest.
•

A summary judgement in favor of our member on a claim where the plaintiff tripped in a
planter strip that was there to be seen.

•

An arbiter returned a defense verdict in an excessive use of force case. Claimant
asserted that after committing domestic violence and running, he tripped and broke his
leg. When the officers approached, he claimed they used excessive force in placing him
under arrest.

•

A summary judgment in favor of our member on a claim where the plaintiff tripped over a
crack in the walkway in a park parking lot based on a recreational immunity argument.

•

A summary judgment in favor of our member, a 911 operator. The plaintiff was an officer
killed in the line of duty, who through his estate, alleged that the 911 operator failed to
provide an accurate warrant status two weeks before his death, and that a law
enforcement contact at that time would have resulted in an arrest had the records been
up to date.

3.6% of our open claims have a total incurred over $1 million. This small percentage of claims
represents 58.5% of our total claim reserves. WCIA’s open claims by count are broken down by
their respective coverage below; while public safety exposures do not have the volume of other
lines of coverage, they continue to be our most severe by cost.

Open Claims by Coverage
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By Rob Roscoe, Deputy Director

Property and Auto Physical Damage Programs
• It is during the 1st quarter of 2022 that a review of 2021 total program costs occur. WCIA’s
costs for the property and auto physical damage program increased by 25% ($3.6 million)
from 2020. The program costs include the costs for insurance, brokerage/appraisal fees,
and incurred claim costs. Insurance costs increased 21% ($2.2 million) and claim costs
increased 39% ($1.4 million).
•

Claim costs are being adversely impacted by inflation. Property claims are coming in much
higher than expected due to labor and material shortages and auto claims are seeing a
significant increase due to a high demand. Member auto schedules have not been updated
to reflect this significant market change and 2023 rates may be impacted if the trend
continues.

•

Property appraisals are scheduled to continue with HCA Appraisals starting in the Spring of
2022. WCIA’s goal is to continue appraising locations based on our original scheduling of
every five years in addition to capturing any new members joining the program in 20212022.

Property Program w/Loss Ratios
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By Rob Roscoe, Deputy Director

Liability
• The first quarter is when WCIA begins the process of collecting information for 2023 rate
setting. Members reported a 2% increase in worker hours as they recover from the
pandemic and bring staff back to work and add services. Overall, WCIA experienced a 5%
increase in the reported worker hours when you calculate in the new members added to the
Pool (Bremerton, NORCOM, and Lake Stevens Sewer District).
•

The year-end 2021 ten year reported loss data given to the actuary showed that WCIA’s
incurred losses (limited to WCIA’s SIR) increased by $32 million for the years 2011-2020
compared to the same time period as reported year end 2020. Claims over $1 million
dollars rose by 54% from 28 to 43 over this reporting period (2011 to 2020).

Incurred Losses and Worker Hours
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Cyber Insurance
• WCIA’s Cyber insurance policy is currently written by AIG Specialty Insurance Company and
expires May 31, 2022. WCIA is working with our broker Marsh on renewing the policy;
however, renewal is challenging due to market conditions. Last year WCIA saw our
ransomware coverage limits reduced from $1 million to $100,000 and deductibles increased
from $25,000 to $50,000. This year, the market has only gotten worse as carriers continue
to reduce their risk tolerance for public cyber coverage. While not yet receiving a “nonrenewal” notice, it is a possibility that coverage will no longer be available at any price for
risk pools.
•

Staff will be working with the Long Range Planning Committee to explore alternative
coverage options if/when the commercial markets close their doors to risk pools.

Technology
• WCIA has contracted with our designer CivicPlus and added a new module CivicSend for
improved communication with the membership. WCIA will be transitioning our newsletter to
the CivicSend platform along with other membership email communications. This will allow
WCIA to better target our audience and allow for a consistent style as recommended in our
marketing strategy.
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Investm ent Diversification by Type

Market Value
($)
43,058,273

State Investment Pool
Cash & Cash Equivalents
US Treasury Notes/TBills/Agency Securities

Percent
20.9%

3,089,180

1.5%

50,572,400

24.5%

81,377,748

39.5%

27,430,695

13.3%

522,519

0.3%

206,050,815

100%

Agency Backed Securities/MBS
FHLMC

14,108,067

FNMA

4,824,954

GNMA

62,444,727

Total Agency Backed Securities/MBS
GO Municipal Bonds
Accrued Interest
TOTAL as of 2/28/22

Investm ent Diversification by Institution

Market Value
($)
43,058,273

State Investment Pool

Percent
21.0%

Cambridge

90,307,321

45.0%

Morgan Stanley

72,685,222

34.0%

206,050,815

100%

TOTAL as of 2/28/22

Expense Sum m ary by Month
Month

Claim s
Expenses*

Operating
Expenses**

2022 Total
Expenses

2021 Total
Expenses

January

3,625,637

4,840,313

8,465,950

16,570,497

February

2,380,596

5,112,889

7,493,485

1,455,258

-

-

-

(3,546,724)

March
April

1,822,207

May

2,682,669

June

8,536,976

July

2,054,765

August

2,174,623

September

1,783,847

October

8,324,851

November

2,745,087

December

17,783,699

Total YTD

6,006,234

9,953,202

15,959,436

62,387,755

Fiscal Year Budget

36,040,564

32,225,976

68,266,540

59,836,020

Budget Remaining Fiscal Year

30,034,330

22,272,774

52,307,105

(2,551,735)

*Claims expenses are reported on a cash basis net of deductibles/recoveries received.
**Building operating expenses are not included in figures above. Includes insurance expense.
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The expense summary report does not include the month of March due to the early timing of the
agenda mailout. Two large payments will be reflected in future expense reports and will more
accurately reflect the claims costs to date in 2022.



The investment advisors are monitoring the actions of the Federal Reserve and expect to see
multiple Federal rate increases over the next year and a half. While rising interest rates tend to
have a negative effect on bond yields, WCIA is well positioned with high quality securities that will
continue to provide income and should fare better in a rising rate environment than lower rated
coupons.



An RFP was issued and a contract awarded to PricewaterhouseCoopers, our existing actuarial
firm. The competitive process was informative to staff and several ideas discussed in the selection
process are already being implemented in 2022.



The Wellness Committee is pleased to report that WCIA earned the 2022 WellCity Award for the
eleventh year in a row. The 2021 committee was comprised of Michele Neumann (Coordinator),
Carlene Brown, Debbi Sellers, Katie Madsen, Drew Brien, and Jared Burbidge.
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